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PRODUCT INDEX

Colt Female 35mm
Tornado Twist Lock 35mm
Colt Unisex 35mm
PRODUCT INDEX

- BOF 21-85
- Delta for Paints
- Kosmos 2P
- Kosmos 01-88
- Kosmos MiniJet Large
- Kosmos Power
- Mach III
- Mach Ext. Tube
- Delta
- Kosmos Ext Tub
- Kosmos 1P
- Kosmos Mini Jet
- Kosmos Power Jet
- Mach III APSL
- Mach III 1P
- Merlin
PRODUCT INDEX

BUTTONS

Monticelo
Touchdown Tilt
Vertical Tilt

Spraymate
Pisa
Tempest Fast
# ACTUATORS

## PRODUCT INDEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cortes 1 inch</th>
<th>Cortes 52mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortes 57mm</td>
<td>Reina 45 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reina 49 mm</td>
<td>Marquesa 1”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunrise 1”</td>
<td>Vertical Actuator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulcan 1” Total Release</td>
<td>Vulcan Total Release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labrador 1”</td>
<td>Kiku 1”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji Spray</td>
<td>Segura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji Gel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOMES
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Acc-U-Sol 1”
Acc-U-Sol WW
Carat 52mm
Freeway
Lago 52mm
Neptune 03-10
Sur
Genesis 1”

Acc-U-Sol White
Balsa 57mm
Carat 57mm
Jupiter 52mm
Medina 52mm
Neptune 65mm
Beautiful Smile
Piper
SPOUTS
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City
Gothic Spout
Iris 02-13
Jason 1"
Magic Mousse
Mars Mousse 1"
Super Disc-Nev
Serrated Spout

Frisco 1"
Hercules 1"
Iris 02-13 S i
Juno Spout 1"
Montefrisco
Rocky 1"
Super Disc-Ore
SPOUTS
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Fiji Mousse

Tyre Inflator 1"
VALVES
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Super 90

20mm

Tilt

Paint

Lighter Refill

Mousse

360° (Up/Down)

Bag On Valve
PUMPS
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P1B 20mm x 410 Closure
P1C 22mm x 415 Closure

P1D 24mm x 410 Closure
P3 20mm Snap-On-Closure

P4 1” Snap-On-Closure
P5 1” Snap-On-Closure
Colt Female 35mm

The new Colt design is aimed at personal care & cosmetics segments; but applicable equally to pharmaceutical & household aerosols. The modern short skirt allows an ideal fit to the latest trends in aerosol packaging design. The Colt series actuators are available with MBU and APSL inserts for optimized spray performance of your product.
The new Colt design is aimed at personal care & cosmetics segments; but applicable equally to pharmaceutical & household aerosols. The modern short skirt allows an ideal fit to the latest trends in aerosol packaging design. The Colt series actuators are available with MBU and APSL inserts for optimized spray performance of your product.
The new Tornado twistlock design leads the pack in style and handling. Its modern design makes Tornado an ideal companion to personal care & cosmetic products, but it is of course equally applicable to pharmaceutical & household aerosols. The Tornado actuators are available with MBU and APSL inserts for optimized spray performance of your product. If your product requires a bespoke design Tornado's twisting top part allows a customization while the base remains fixed in function and fit.
Bof 21-85 Series

Excellent for a wide range of uses.
Delta

Excellent for a wide range of uses.
Delta for paints
Kosmos for extension tube

Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination! In this modified Kosmos for extension tube.
Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination! A wide range of MBU or Non-MBU or APSL versions mean your spray characteristics can be optimized easily with this button.
Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination! In this modified Kosmos for direct jet.
Kosmos 01-88 Series

Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination!
Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination! In this modified Kosmos for aimed jet.
Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination! In this modified Kosmos for aimed jet.
Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination! In this modified Kosmos for aimed jet.

Kosmos Power Jet
Comfort and simplicity, a winning combination! In this modified Kosmos for aimed jet.
Mach III APSL

The original two piece APSL button. Tried and tested, with a range of inserts available for spray optimization.
The original two piece MBU, NMBU button. Tried and tested, with a range of inserts available for spray optimization.
Mach III 1p

The original one piece button.
The original one piece button, for extension tube. The extension tube is not supplied fitted but separately for fitting by end-user.
This stem fitting actuator offers a smooth design very valuable for personal care products. It allows the addition of a collar which will finish the design of your packaging.
This stem fitting mousse spout allows a very comfortable 45° upright dispensing. Thanks to its separated disk, you can personalize your packaging as you want. You can also add a collar.
Spraymate

This actuator is designed for "button on" gassing and use with spray through domes designed for a separate button.
Comfortable ergonomics, reduced force to actuate, button on pressure fillable, multiple spray options, what more could you ask for in a tilt button?
Comfortable ergonomics, reduced force to actuate, button on pressure fillable, multiple spray options
Vertical Tilt
Tempest Fast Spray
Cortes 1 inch

Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with an overcap which can be semi-transparent or matt. It can be applied to a wide range of aluminium and tinplate cans and fits over the valve cup. For your spray’s product range, there is a specific version called Marquesa.
Cortes 52mm

Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with a transparent overcap. It has been developed for necked-in tinplate cans, but can also be fitted on aluminium "transfer" cans. For your spray's product range, there is a specific version called Reina.
Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with a transparent overcap. It has been developed for necked-in tinplate cans, but can also be fitted on aluminium "transfer" cans. For your spray's product range.
Reina 45mm

Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with an overcap which can be transparent, lightly frosted. It has been developed for necked-in tinplate cans, but can also be fitted on aluminium "transfer" cans. For your foam and gel product range.
Reina 49mm

Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with a transparent overcap. It has been developed for necked-in tinplate cans, but can also be fitted on aluminium "transfer" cans. For your foam and gel product range.
Marquesa 1 inch

Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It is supplied with a round-top overcap which can be semi-transparent or matt. It can be applied to a wide range of aluminum and tinplate cans and fits over the valve cup. For your foam and gel product range, there is a spout version called Cortes.
Sunrise incorporates the latest trends in semi-custom spray actuators - twist to lock functionality, hidden orifice in the locked position, audible and tactile "click" for position indication, comfortable ergonomics and a solid feel, all in a package that can have the two components produced in any custom color combination. Perfect for any spray application, Sunrise gives your product a modern.
Vertical Actuator

It can be used for your home care product range
This cup fitting vertical actuator has several spray capabilities (foams, sprays) according to the version (one piece or inserted). It is also available in total release version.
This cup fitting vertical actuator has several spray capabilities (foams, sprays) according to the version (one piece or inserted). It is also available in total release version.
Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with a top-round overcap which can be semi-transparent or matt. It can be applied to a wide range of aluminium and tinplate cans and fits over the valve cup. For your foam and gel product range, there is a specific version called Labrador for foam.
Kiku 1 inch

Its shape will enhance the appeal of your personal care product range. It comes with a top-round overcap which can be semi-transparent or matt. It can be applied to a wide range of aluminium and tinplate cans and fits over the valve cup.
Fiji Spray

Fiji's design aesthetics are unisex, strong, clean, well balanced and present curves to stand out from the shelves. It is easy to use, comfortable and offers a precise spray direction. It is available with a large range of inserts (MBU, APSL, CO2...). It comes with 2 different caps, straight line appearance and rounded-up design. The Gel and Foam versions complete the family.
Precision has extended its product range of one inch actuators with the introduction of Segura. This new actuator has been specially designed for male products like deodorants, body sprays, and antiperspirants. The clear and straight design is adapted to the typical shape of the cans used for male branded aerosols.
Fiji's design aesthetics are unisex, strong, clean, well balanced and present curves to stand out from the shelves. It is easy to use, comfortable and offers a precise spray direction. It comes with 2 different caps, straight line appearance and rounded-up design. It is also available in Spay version, including a large range of inserts (MBU, APSL, CO2..) to complete the family.
Acc-U-Sol 1 inch

The Iconic Acc-U-Sol from Precision has come to symbolize power, strength, reliability, and professional level functionality for the worlds hard working spray products. This product provides consumers with intuitive ergonomics and marketers with numerous functional accessory options, including tamper evident tear tabs, extension tube holders, and two color visual enhancements. Use this product to visually cue your customers at the purchase decision point on the shelf that your product is heavy duty and professional grade and worthy of their purchase.
The Iconic Acc-U-Sol from Precision has come to symbolize power, strength, reliability, and professional level functionality for the worlds hard working spray products. This product provides consumers with intuitive ergonomics and marketers with numerous functional accessory options, including tamper evident tear tabs, extension tube holders, and two color visual enhancements. Use this product to visually cue your customers at the purchase decision point on the shelf that your product is heavy duty and professional grade and worthy of their purchase.
The Iconic Acc-U-Sol from Precision has come to symbolize power, strength, reliability, and professional level functionality for the worlds hard working spray products. This product provides consumers with intuitive ergonomics and marketers with numerous functional accessory options, including tamper evident tear tabs, extension tube holders, and two color visual enhancements. Use this product to visually cue your customers at the purchase decision point on the shelf that your product is heavy duty and professional grade and worthy of their purchase.
Balsa 57mm

Spray through dome functionality preferred by consumers. Two pieces mechanical breakup simplicity.
Carat is stylish, ergonomic actuator series available in a variety of sizes. As it consists of 3 pieces; actuator dome, spray unit, and insert, the system can be personalized in up to 3 different colours. The spray unit can also be assembled to new shaped domes which gives the opportunity to develop exclusive designs for a product without the normal heavy investment.
Carat is stylish, ergonomic actuator series available in a variety of sizes. As it consist of 3 pieces; actuator dome, spray unit, and insert, the system can be personalized in up to 3 different colours. The spray unit can also be assembled to new shaped domes which gives the opportunity to develop exclusive designs for a product without the normal heavy investment.
This 52MM spraydome offers excellent value for hairspray and household products. Freeway takes any of our MBU inserts. It fits onto necked-in tinplate cans.
Jupiter Mac 52mm

Spray through dome functionality preferred by consumers. Two piece spray dome for 205 necked-in can offers optimized spray characteristics via multiple MBU options.
The Lago spray-through cap has been designed specifically for air-fresheners using 52mm necked-in tinplate cans. It fits directly over the stem valve and has been designed to achieve excellent particle size characteristics without the additional cost of an insert.
Medina 52mm

This large 52mm actuator offers a classical design suitable for Hairsprays or Household products. It accepts any of our MBU inserts, and fits necked-in tinplate cans. Also available in 57MM.
Neptune 03-10 Series 57mm

Spray through dome functionality preferred by consumers. One piece mechanical breakup simplicity
Neptune II 65mm

Spray through dome functionality preferred by Consumers,
Two piece mechanical breakup simplicity.
Spray through dome functionality preferred by consumers.
Two piece mechanical breakup simplicity.
Piper 57mm

Spray through dome functionality preferred by consumers. One piece mechanical breakup simplicity.
The redesigned Genesis provides intuitive ergonomics and numerous functional accessory options, including tamper evident tear tabs, extension tube holders and MBU/NMBU inserts. Use this product to visually impress your customers at the purchase decision point on the shelf that your product is of professional grade and worthy of their purchase.
Beautiful Smile is stylish, ergonomic actuator series available in a variety of sizes. As it consists of 3 pieces; actuator dome, spray unit, and insert, the system can be personalized in up to 3 different colours. The spray unit can also be assembled to new shaped domes which gives the opportunity to develop exclusive designs for a product without the normal heavy investment.
City

This stem fitting actuator is suitable for foam.
Frisco is a cup fitting actuator designed for inverted use. Its large star allows a generous foam delivery and expansion. It goes with a standard transparent cap that can be coloured.
This cup fitting actuator is dedicated to whipped cream delivery. The specific shape of its large chimney allows a nice expansion of the cream, for gourmet use.
The original spout system used on more gel products than any other spout. Tried and tested, optimized for gel applications.
Iris 02-13 Series

This stem fitting actuator is available in 2 versions suitable for gel and foam.
Iris 02-13 Series i

This stem fitting actuator is available in 2 versions suitable for gel and foam.
The original spout system used on more foam products than any other spout. Tried and tested, optimized for foam applications.
Juno Spout 1 inch

A variation of the original spout system. Modified to accept spray inserts, spray optimization or extension tubes.
Magic Mousse 1 inch

Magic Mousse is a cup fitting actuator for inverted use. It’s large finger pad area allows an easy actuation. It goes with a standard transparent cap that can be coloured.
This stem fitting mousse spouts allows a very comfortable 45° upright dispensing. Thanks to its generous orifice, you will obtain a nice mousse expansion. You can also add a collar.
Mars is a cup fitting actuator for inverted use. Its large finger pad area allows an easy actuation. It goes with a standard transparent cap that can be coloured.
Super Disc – Nevada 1 inch

This modern, stylish foam spout will look great on your upscale hair mousse product. A proven design with millions sold already, you can rest assured it comes with the proven Precision quality and reliability built in.
Rocky is a cup fitting actuator designed for inverted use. It's unique design will enhance your product on shelves. Rocky's large star allows a generous foam delivery and expansion. It goes with a standard transparent cap that can be coloured.
Serrated Spout 1 inch

This cup fitting actuator is dedicated to whipped cream delivery. The specific shape of its chimney allows a nice expansion of the cream.
Super Disc – Oregon 1 inch

This original cup fitting actuator is dedicated to deliver any type of foam. Its lateral finger pad is suitable for women’s long nails. In addition, a separated disk allows colour combinations between base and orifice.
This actuator has been especially developed for use with tyre inflator's products. As such, a removable cap prevents from accidental actuation and it allows an easy use thanks to its rotating tube.
Fiji Mousse

Fiji's design aesthetics are unisex, strong, clean, well balanced and present curves to stand out from the shelves. It is easy to use, comfortable and offers a precise spray direction. It comes with 2 different caps, straight line appearance and rounded-up design. It is also available in Spay version, including a large range of inserts (MBU, APSL, CO2..) to complete the family.
The Super 90 valve has been designed specifically with pressure gassing in mind, but also works equally well with under-the-cup gassing methods. The design allows the propellant to flood into the aerosol independent of, and irrespective of, the restrictive orifices that are necessary in the valve to meet the demands of today's products. The stem along with gassing waist and crown housing are both essential elements in valve design. Whilst Super 90 has a very special design, the design still allows use of Precision's wide range of actuators & accessories.
This valve has been designed specifically for use with gas lighter refills, having a special stem.
The 20mm valve has been designed specifically for containers with 20mm openings with pressure gassing in mind, but also works equally well with under-the-cup gassing methods. The design allows the propellant to flood into the aerosol independent of, and irrespective of, the restrictive orifices that are necessary in the valve to meet the demands of today's products. The stem along with gassing waist and crown housing are both essential elements in valve design. Whilst Super 90 has a very special design, the design still allows use of Precision’s wide range of actuators & accessories.
Mousse Valve

This valve incorporates a slotted housing & is restricted to “up-side-down” (inverted) use. Whilst they do not function as such dip tubes may be part of the valve but are only present to assist in handling the valve.
This modified Super 90 valve has been designed specifically for tilt uses with pressure gassing in mind, but also works equally well with under-the-cup gassing methods. The design allows the propellant to flood into the aerosol independent of, and irrespective of, the restrictive orifices that are necessary in the valve to meet the demands of today's products. The special tilt stem with its specific design is an essential element in this valve design. This valve allows use of Precision's tilt actuators like Touchdown and Pisa.
The PV 360° valve (aka Up/Down Valve) sprays reliably regardless of whether the can is used upright or upside down; this valve assures correct function and constant spray quality. This type of valve can be filled with the existing filling equipment, no modifications or adaptations are required. The PV 360° valve behaves in exactly the same way as a Super 90 valve, the propellant/product ratio remains constant during use, irrespective of the position of the can. Another aspect of this valve is that is ideal to be used with low propellant level products and especially compressed gas systems (CO2, N2).
Paint Valve

The modified Super 90 valve for paints has a specially designed slotted stem to be used with the Precision paint actuators Delta or Tempest Fan Spray. This system of valve-aerosol is to be filled through the actuator, to assure that the interior of the valve remains clean during the shelf life of the product, and prevent clogging of the internal components and orifices. The Super 90 paint valve offers a very good spray pattern, and added with the designed actuators can be used to satisfy the necessities of the industrial, automotive and home markets.
Bag On Valve

The bag-on-valve is a barrier pack system which consists of an aerosol valve with a welded bag. It is used when the product has to be separated from the propellant.
Screw Thread Pumps 20 mm. These technically advanced fine mist sprays are available with a choice of inserts and dosages for a broad range of applications. Manufactured from high grade materials, they are ideal for use with viscous, acidic and other aggressive formulations. The Precision pump will visually enhance the product packaging whilst delivering reliability and quality. They are also available in 22 and 24 mm.
Screw Thread Pumps 22 mm. These technically advanced fine mist sprays are available with a choice of inserts and dosages for a broad range of applications. Manufactured from high grade materials, they are ideal for use with viscous, acidic and other aggressive formulations. The Precision pump will visually enhance the product packaging whilst delivering reliability and quality. They are also available in 20 and 24 mm.
Screw Thread Pumps 24 mm. These technically advanced fine mist sprays are available with a choice of inserts and dosages for a broad range of applications. Manufactured from high grade materials, they are ideal for use with viscous, acidic and other aggressive formulations. The Precision pump will visually enhance the product packaging whilst delivering reliability and quality. They are also available in 20 and 22 mm.
P3 20mm Snap-On Closure

Designed to fit smaller plastic, glass and aluminium containers, the P3 20mm snap-on pump is suited to a range compact sized products. Applications include facial mist, skin care, pharmaceutical and personal hygiene products. Available with a choice of dosages and spray patterns Precision’s snap-on pumps offer a secure closure solution to a wide range of applications.
This versatile snap-on pump fits all standard 1” aluminium and steel aerosol cans. Enabling a wide choice of container size and design, the P4 pump benefits from a secure closure and repeatable fixed dosage discharge.
Snap-on Pump 1 inch. Specifically designed to fit the 30mm outside diameter special neck profile plastic bottle, the P5 pump offers a tamper proof alternative to the screw closure system. A unique packaging format suited to a wide range of applications.
Screw Thread Pumps 20 mm. These technically advanced fine mist sprays are available with a choice of inserts and dosages for a broad range of applications. Manufactured from high grade materials, they are ideal for use with viscous, acidic and other aggressive formulations. The Precision pump will visually enhance the product packaging whilst delivering reliability and quality. They are also available in 22 and 24 mm.
Screw Thread Pumps 24 mm. These technically advanced fine mist sprays are available with a choice of inserts and dosages for a broad range of applications. Manufactured from high grade materials, they are ideal for use with viscous, acidic and other aggressive formulations. The Precision pump will visually enhance the product packaging whilst delivering reliability and quality. They are also available in 20 and 22 mm.
Designed to fit smaller plastic, glass and aluminium containers, the P3 20mm snap-on pump is suited to a range of compact sized products. Applications include facial mist, skin care, pharmaceutical and personal hygiene products. Available with a choice of dosages and spray patterns, Precision’s snap-on pumps offer a secure closure solution to a wide range of applications.
This versatile snap-on pump fits all standard 1” aluminium and steel aerosol cans. Enabling a wide choice of container size and design, the P4 pump benefits from a secure closure and repeatable fixed dosage discharge.
Snap-on Pump 1 inch. Specifically designed to fit the 30mm outside diameter special neck profile plastic bottle, the P5 pump offers a tamper proof alternative to the screw closure system. A unique packaging format suited to a wide range of applications.
Lotion Pumps
Cream Pump
Perfume Sprayer
Fine Mist Sprayer
Trigger Sprayer